Stop wasting time and money
on old paper processes
Start improving LoA fulfilment, approval and

Slick

turnaround times
Unipass Letter of Authority (ULoA) offers a slick, new digital solution for advisers and
providers to serve their clients in a faster and more secure way. With ULoA, instead of
paying for post and spending time on paper based processes, you’ll have more time to
focus on what matters: efficiently and securely handling GDPR compliant LoAs.

Discover a flexible, secure, digital approach
with Unipass Letter of Authority.

How does it work?
1. A smooth start

Get LoA’s from advisers digitally. Eliminating reliance on postal services.

2. Approve LoAs in realtime online

Free resources from wasteful chaser calls from adviser firms to providers.

3. Encourages uniform process across participants
Increase productivity of business support and fulfilment teams.

4. Improve security of highly confidential client data

Client documents can be shared by providers to Unipass authenticated participants.

unipassloa@origo.com

0871 222 9057

unipass.co.uk/uloa

Slick and digital
Why choose
Unipass Letter
of Authority?

Save time and money

Stay safe and secure

Business efficiency

Instead of paying for post
or waiting for deliveries,
go digital

Keep requests and
responses confidential in
our secure online portal

More enviromentally
sustainable. Reducing
carbon footprint

Save admin time by
accessing and actioning
your LoA through our
online portal

Alleviate data protection
concerns with our GDPR
compliant system

Create potential for
system integration
efficiencies.

Change of agency
requests can now be
fulfilled online

Authenticate client
and adviser details
digitally

Streamline training
requirements for provider
fulfilment teams.

No admin team enjoys sorting through paperwork. Access our secure online
portal to approve and fulfill all request for clients details. Send LoAs digitally and
securely, increasing team productivity and efficiency.
In short:

Before

With Unipass Letter of Authority

Spending time on printing and
handling of post

Deliver and answer
paperwork digitally

Risk of human error resulting in non
compliance.

Reduce your admin time and keep
mistakes at bay

Risk of breaching GDPR regulations

Ensure client confidentiality and
streamline your process

Complete your LoA process through our secure online portal and watch the benefits roll in.
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What do I need?
In order to access Unipass Letter of Authority,
you’ll need to have a Unipass Identity. Origo will
support all providers with the onboarding process.

Get a Unipass Identity

Register for ULoA

